and develops from the choice of a life lived in chastity, i.e., devoid of sexual relationships, in which the service of the divine (through individual and communal prayer, meditation on the Scriptures, and evangelization) takes priority. These two dimensions, service of the divine and chastity, envisaged and interpreted differently in the course of the centuries, are preserved by the cloister. Cloistered life is conceived and put into practice in relation to the exclusive dedication to God which according to both male and female Christian monastic traditions is the central point around which motivation drives toward the search of the "desert" as the archetypal place.1 It is in the desert that during the 40-year exile Israel meets God and achieves its purification from any tendency toward idolatry. Although in the initial Palestinian monasticism physical and symbolic space coincided, the "desert" became then the cave for Benedict2 or the brackish marshes for Romuald3 or the forest for John Gualbert.4
The Cistercian tradition applied a slightly different interpretation of "desert" to the wild space, the hostile place that had not yet been made hospitable by monastic work, whereby the environment is a metaphor for the ascetic commitment that transforms the monk hardened by sin into a person able to love God and his brothers.5 It was in those places outside civilization but not removed from it that the monks built their "place": the monastery. It was set apart because the rules of social and political life did not apply: everybody was equally bound to the same work and liturgical commitments, regardless of their social origin;6 the monastic community rested on the teachings of the
